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Abstract. “Games-as-a-service” games like League of Legends, Destiny,
and Fortnite have been overlooked in terms of how their storytelling contributes to the audience’s experience. This paper wants to rectify that
by defining these games as storytelling experiences, by drawing on longform inspirations like sports, wrestling and serialized TV. This paper
defines and describes the area of “perennial” experiences as live, ongoing narrative experiences that are perpetual, temporally continuous,
and have a universal chronicle. These experiences are created through
on-going interaction between the authors, the audience, and the experience itself. A case study of the game Destiny is presented to understand
how these experiences tell stories over long periods of time, how players and authors interact with the game during that time, and how that
experience affects the audience. Perennial experiences tell stories very
slowly over real-time. This causes strange diegetic behavior where the
real world affects the fictional continuously and they create and enforce
myths through their own story-making and live events, which the players
and audience partake in and share, making them real. Perennial games
are some of the most popular games in the 2021 market, and it is therefore important to understand how they tell stories to better understand
the player experience of millions of players.
Keywords: Perennial Games, live games, games-as-a-service, storytelling,
narrative, on-going, MMOs, Destiny, diegesis, sports, wrestling
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Introduction

“Games-as-a-service” [28,88] are the most popular form of games on the current
market1 . Games like Minecraft [67], League of Legends [81], Fortnite [41], and
Destiny [25] have changed not only how games are made and distributed [39]
but also how they are played [111]. They are all “on-going”, with consistent
1

Exact player counts are difficult to ascertain because they are often company secrets
unless announced, as e.g. Fortnite did [97], yet there are sources such as the Steam
Charts [98] (which only shows Steam games) or the updated Wikipedia entry on
most-played video games by player count https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_
of_most-played_video_games_by_player_count. Purveying these two lists give a
clear overall picture of the popularity of games-as-a-service.
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updates, patches and refreshments of their content, keeping players interested
and wanting to come back for more. It is proving to be a very successful business
model, and part of the undescribed success of these games lie in their storytelling,
their ability to tell on-going stories for and with the players. We argue that
it should be considered an important part of the experience of playing them.
Initially, one might assume their persistent, on-going nature renders them unfit
for plotted storytelling, as they cannot accomodate individual player actions as
meaningful change. In this work we instead focus on describing and analyzing
these experiences as storytelling experiences for whole audiences.
MMOs (Massive Multiplayer Online) can be considered a precursor to this
format. However, existing research provides few answers on how MMOs function
as storytelling experiences. At the height of research into Everquest and World
of Warcraft [5, 53, 75], many described MMOs as unable to tell stories in the
”traditional” sense: No three act structure, no plot [6, 59].The authored stories
of MMOs have not been in focus, despite plenty of plots one can get from World
of Warcraft (section 4.1). Beyond games, there are many precedents for on-going
storytelling. Professional wrestling [73, 105] has been telling on-going, live stories since the 80s [49], along with sports, reality TV, soap operas, long-running
book and comics series, that all share common traits with these on-going games.
When viewed as storytelling experiences, there are clear similarities. It can even
be associated to how mythological storytelling operates more broadly. League of
Legends has consistently added to its narrative world through websites, cinematics, and in-game changes [43, 82], and traditional MMOs like World of Warcraft
are no different. We argue that these games tell traditionally plotted stories, yet
on an entirely different temporal scale than, say, Mass Effect [8].
We define these experiences as “perennial experiences”: Experiences that are
perpetual, temporally continuous, and has a universal chronicle. All games which
are perennial experiences can be called “perennial games”. The word perennial
is chosen because it encapsulates the perpetuity and recurrence of these experiences: They repetitiously add new content (a new TV episode is released, a
new update to a game, a new sports match is played), but it is never fully
repetitious—it is always a new match, always a new patch, always a new episode.
The second aspect is that it takes time for these experiences to develop and
change. One update might not drastically change the status quo, but over many,
the fabric of their universes slowly becomes something new. Perennial games
are not a new genre of video games, in the popular understanding of genre as
defined by the primary interactions (such as ”Shooter” or ”RPG” (role playing
game)) [32,110], nor a genre of storytelling as defined in film studies, by stylistic
similarities [110]. The perennial nature of a game is not defined by its gameplay,
as a perennial experience is not defined by its storytelling content. Rather, it is
a form of storytelling many genres and media can perform, and it is in fact often
transmedic [50, 85] in nature (although it does not have to be).
While perennial games have been discussed in storytelling terms [45, 59, 80,
94], this is the first time perennial experiences have been defined as a form
of storytelling experience across games and not-games. This work aligns these
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otherwise disparate experiences, and allows new ways to describe them. Using
the case study of Destiny [25, 26], we highlight how this manifests in an existing
perennial game, how these stories naturally have a muddled diegesis and how
they create myths. These qualities have always been present in MMOs, yet it
takes significant time (as in real-world waiting time) to see it unfold. Perennial
games are among the most watched and played media in the world in 2021, and
is therefore of interest to the interactive storytelling community. While clearly
effective for storytelling, this aspect has been woefully understudied.

2

Definition of Perennial Experience

Perennial experiences follow a specific set of requirements that do not refer
to the specific interaction nor assert assumptions on its subject matter. These
requirements are a set of functions of the temporality and universality of its
narrative content. We consider sports, professional wrestling, reality TV, soap
operas, Twitch Plays, long-running book- and tv-series, and comics to all be
examples of perennial experiences. We consider the games World of Warcraft,
League of Legends, Blaseball [102], Destiny, Magic: The Gathering [112], and
Fortnite to all be examples of perennial games2 . The requirements are as follows:
– Perpetuity. These experiences are perpetual. They do not have stated end
or explicit final goal: League of Legends has no obvious ending in sight. New
content, events, episodes, or updates can always add to the experience, and
the audience can always expect more for one reason or another. They might
end, as City of Heroes did in 2012 [34], but the ending is arbitrary rather
than planned from the outset. (This excludes most narratives.)
– Temporal Continuity. These experiences are tied to real-world time [113]
rather than experiential time [70]. The fictional space persists even when the
audience is not actively engaging with it: Wrestling matches occur without
you watching them, the ”World” of Warcraft is there despite you being in
it, Doctor Who episodes aired before you watched them. The story does not
retract or repeat, it always appears in sequence and does not go backwards3 .
The fictional time might not flow 1:1 with the real world (though it can, in
e.g. Destiny), but it is operating in a similar fashion to the real world in the
sense that it does not revolve around a single person’s perception—even the
author’s. It is always progressing forward and changing, intermingled with
the time of the real world. A common signifier is how these experiences have
2

3

Referencing the earliest release date for these is inherently misleading, as these games
have changed from their release state. Therefore, whenever we reference a specific
example, we reference relevant version number or date-identifying information, along
with supplemental material showing recorded cinematics, dialogue transcripts etc.
as there is often no way of experiencing this inside the game experience today.
Spin-offs, flashbacks, reboots, or alterations of the timeline muddle this significantly.
The existence of such narrative devices could signify a lack of temporal continuity,
but we can still view the audience experience as linear and sequential regardless.
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live, missable moments [83,109,114] where you “had to be there” [100]. (This
excludes static spaces and stories that only progress when engaged with.)
– There exists a Universal chronicle4 that is shared by all participants.
While there might be audience-individual events and narratives, there is a
large-scope chronicle of diegetic events that the author and entire audience
has access to and can agree upon as true. (This excludes single-person games
such as Dwarf Fortress [1] or table-top role playing games (TTRPGs)5 .)
The experiences have further two delineations based on their representation of
their fictional worlds. They have either “virtual worlds” as defined by Pearce [75]
and Klastrup [53] (as persistent, inhabitable online spaces) or not:
– Shared Virtual World. There is one identifiable world (even if it is instanced on servers) that all players exist within, with shared geography
they all traverse equally. Within this is experiences like Destiny [25], Second
Life [58, 75], EVE Online [31], and World of Warcraft [13].
– Shared Fiction. There is a shared fictional space, but it is not a virtual
world—it is not traversable or inhabitable. Yet there is still a requirement
of a single shared, unified idea of the fiction, that stems from the universal
chronicle. Within this is experiences like Blaseball [102], League of Legends
[81], sports, and Doctor Who [7].
A few edge-cases will illustrate the margins of this definition.
Sports might not seem fictional, and they are not in the sense that they are
”made up”. Rather, sports are fictionalised because the audience and the players
create and partake in stories about and inside them. The shared fiction should
be understood in the sense that there is a shared fabric of events, a common
understanding of the players at stake and a shared narrative they are involved
in. This is very much the case in sports.
Serialized fiction such as television or book series, like Doctor Who, bends the
temporal continuity requirement significantly, as there is less direct correlation
between the temporality of the fictional space and the real world. Yet, the waiting
time in between episodes affects the story experience, causing continuity-esque
effects: The writers may change story beats based on how the audience responds
and the audience has to actively wait for the next episode. This is part of the
perennial experience.
The universal chronicle requirement can, likewise, be removed for other effects. A game like “Mountain” by David OReilly [74] is an example of a ”personal” perennial game. In it, the player “takes care” of a mountain where elements change over time when the player is not looking, similar to a Tamagotchi [2]. Here, each instance is unique to each player, so it is a personal
4
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The word ”chronicle” should be understood in the same sense as in Ryan’s work on
curated stories [84]: A chronicle is not a narrative by itself, but rather a series of
events that can lead to a narrative when storified.
Non-game experiences are almost exclusively universal—non-universality seems to
be an affordance of simulation.
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chronicle despite perpetuity and temporal continuity being in full effect. Groups,
similarly, can have shared chronicle of, for example, a unique TTRPG campaign.
These examples all function as perennial experiences and many lessons can
be learned from them even if they bend or exclude one of the requirements. The
definition of this space is only half of the story however, as any experience with
perpetuity, temporal continuity, and a universal chronicle is shaped by three
interdependent aspects, and this is vital to how these experiences work.

3

The Trifecta of Influence

All perennial stories share a trifecta of control between an author, a game/world
/system/story/space, and an audience, who all interact in real time over time.
This is visualised in figure 1. Across any kind of representation of the fiction
is a shared diegesis that author and audience agree upon as being “part of the
world”, which is wherein events can shape the universal chronicle, although the
specifics of that can be and are up for negotiation at run-time (there is in fact only
run-time for these experiences as a whole): When something goes wrong in the
world of Destiny, it has already happened, and the authors (Bungie employees)
have to fix it in real-time.

Fig. 1. This triangle shows the trifecta of control as shared between the author, the
game or system, and the audience, as they negotiate the diegesis and universal chronicle.
These then evolve concurrently over time, as shown by the figure’s third dimension,
which shapes the experience through the control all three exert.

The author, the game, and the audience are all progressing forward through
time, during the experience. In a traditional narrative process, the author grows
and changes during development, then publishes a fixed story to the audience,
who then are influenced by this story moving forward. But in a perennial experience, all three continuously move forward in time, change and mold the
experience as they do. Each aspect of the experience is consistently reflected by
the other two. Perennial experiences embody the old saying ”no one steps into
the same river twice”, through their very design.
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As a natural consequence of this three-part interaction, the storytelling process is an ongoing social negotiation between the three parties. The creation
of the universal chronicle, thus, is a social, cultural process that happens over
time. Every one of the perennial experiences mentioned in this paper share this
quality: They create, facilitate and strengthen communities of play [75]. It is
already well known how playing MMOs is a social experience [33, 68, 75, 77], but
this sociality extends to the interactions between the audience and the authors
as well. Through the audience interacting with the other two aspects and other
audience members, the universal chronicle is formed (and enforced).
Note the use of the word ”audience”, rather than ”players”. The primary
interaction with a perennial experience is moreso that of an audience, than as
players. Sports or wrestling are useful examples of audience-bound storytelling.
Sports are well known as emergent storytelling phenomenae [3] but the perennial
experience of a sport is bound to the audience: They are the people who we’d say
have the storytelling experience of the sport. It is not tied to the playing of an
individual match, but rather the story arcs that spring forth over a season, over
multiple seasons. One match might be pivotal to that story, but it is through
the context understood by the audience that the experience comes to life: The
players are not who the experience is for. The players actuate the experience;
they are, in other words, actors of the game, and thus belong more in the game
part of the trifecta.6
In video games, many people who play them are both players and audience.
This is the commonly understood experience of playing a game: We enter a world
and act within it, to see the outcome of our actions. We play for an audience
of ourselves, and a single person thus fulfills both roles. But it is important to
note that when we are talking about playing these experiences, it is a different action than experiencing them as stories, even if both can and will occur
simultaneously.7 Examples in section 4 will make this clear.
Being an audience does not mean they are non-interactive. While a player
can play for months without story advancement and the story then can suddenly
shift drastically without player input (see section 4), these experiences are still
fundamentally interactive. Wrestling is a good example of a medium where the
audience can have direct influence over the outcomes of matches and storylines
[35, 63, 72, 90], through acting as an audience.
3.1

The Spectrum of Perennial Experiences

To illustrate the complicated relationship of control between author and audience, perennial experiences can be mapped onto a two-dimensional spectrum
of control, which can be seen in figure 2. This is an example of how to think
about the authorial control in perennial experiences, to try to understand this
6
7

This doesn’t discount players: Play is necessary for the perennial game to function.
This split should not be understood as a person can only engage with one or the other
exclusively, but rather as different lenses to understand the experience of interacting
with a piece of media.
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very storied question [3, 15, 60], as perpetuity in no way simplifies the matter.
The horizontal axis shows the authorial control, with sports (very little authorial control) in one extreme and serialized fiction (much authorial control) on
the other. Note here that the aspect of control mentioned is specifically over
the outcome of the experience: In football, those who make the rules have little
control over the outcome of a match, despite how much control they have on the
rules themselves (which might influence future matches). On the other axis is
the spectrum of audience control with tells us how much in control the audience
has over the outcome of the experience.

Fig. 2. This two-dimensional spectrum shows the various degrees of control the author has (horizontal) and the audience has (vertical). While an inverse correlation that
less author control means more audience control exists in many cases, it is not always
the case, as highlighted by the diagonal line in the middle, which focuses on experiences where neither have complete control. Note that the specific placements of the
experiences are exhibitory and should not be considered exact.

While there are experiences where clear lack of authorial control leads to a
high degree of audience control, there are also experiences where neither is in full
control; sports and sports-like experiences like Blaseball and wrestling being the
most obvious examples. The authors and audience each have a degree of control,
yet there is an element with much more to say: The emergence of the system
itself. No individual player, coach, audience member or television promoter of a
football match is in total control over what happens. The game is decided by
many players and systems coalescing into an emergent experience [3] that is in
no-one’s entire control. In Blaseball, the randomness of the game gives a high
degree of uncertainty for both the audience and the creators [61]. Similarly, in
wrestling, neither the wrestlers or the writers or the audience are in full control
of the experience [35, 63]. This is an example of how less authorial control does
not necessarily lead to more audience control, and while it is most clear in sports-
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likes, a degree of it happens in any perennial experience, not the least due to the
perpetual, unpredictable nature of time.
3.2

Temporal Diegesis

Through the creation of the universal chronicle over time by the three aspects, a
sense of diegesis8 is formed about what is part of the narrative world and what
is not. However, that is often a very blurry, shifting line. Wrestling is a great
example of this. It is common knowledge that wrestling is a “fake” sport, that is,
its matches are prescripted [4,63,91]. However, the real, unscripted outside world
frequently impacts the storytelling of wrestling, causing its pre-written narrative
to change in real-time to react to real-world events, and each participant will
frequently negotiate what is a part of the storyworld and what isn’t [63, 73].
Simultanously, as section 4.2 will show, the fact that the audience experiences the
world in real-time causes the ”virtual” events that happen in perennial stories to
become real, because they happen to real people in real situations. The universal
chronicle of perennial experiences runs parallel to the real world, and this causes
the distinction between what is part of the storyworld and what isn’t to blur
and weave, at all times. The trifecta of a perennial experience will always be in
a negotiation of what is part of its world, and what is not.
The case study of the video game Destiny will help to illustrate these effects
in a game context and how the properties of perennial experiences lead to this
kind of storytelling experience.

4

Case Study: Destiny

Destiny9 is a widely known game that has been studied with a view on identity
[30, 48], player profiling and modelling [37, 86, 92, 99], social media [29, 38, 107]
player networks and communication [9, 76, 77, 87, 103, 106, 108], economics [65],
competitive multiplayer [78, 93], skill development [51, 55, 96], character creation
[64, 89], archaeology [40, 79], and visuals [57, 66, 101], yet, on its story has only
been said it was poorly received at launch [14]. Since then, Destiny has turned
into a quintessential perennial game. The former Game Director for Destiny,
Luke Smith, defined Destiny as an ”Action MMO in a single, evolving world”
[20], and while the genre itself doesn’t matter to its perennial status, the notion of
a ”single, evolving world” is telling. It is perpetual and on-going, and its temporal
state is 1:1 with the real world: 1 day in our world is 1 day in the Destiny fiction;
events that happened a year ago, happened a year ago in both10 . To understand
8
9
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Diegesis is here understood in the terms from Kleinman et al. [54]
We discuss Destiny [25] and Destiny 2 [26] as a single franchise and universe. The
story is a direct continuation, and they exist in the same narrative world, so there
is little reason to distinguish between them, other than distribution.
This is evident through a range of dialogue and interactions [36, 47], for example a
character referring to the Traveller coming alive ”a year ago”, in 2018, referencing
an event that happened at the end of the Red War, in 2017 [47].
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how the universal chronicle in Destiny is formed, we need to understand how the
game tells its stories.
Destiny’s position in the spectrum of control shows how it is a perennial experience with quite heavy author control. This authorial power is exercised in several ways. Destiny employs well-trodden avenues from narrative video games, like
dialogue and cut-scenes and scripted missions—yet often only for yearly expansions and pivotal moments—combined with depictions of the world through ”lore
cards”, item descriptions, and embedded text, which are often accounts of happenings in the world by fictional characters, either current or historical. However,
the assembly of these narratives into a sensible chronicle is, for the most part,
left to the players, such as when the lorebook ”Truth to Power”, released to the
players over months, yet was slowly revealed to be full of lies [19,26, Patch 2.0.2.1
and onwards]. The players are also given the task of actuating and propulsing
many of the story’s agendas, such as when, during the ”Forsaken” expansion,
the area of the ”Dreaming City” became cursed through a spell triggered by the
players slaying a dragon. This occurred in September 2018, and is now a historical event (the city is, as of this writing, still cursed) [26, 46, 71, Patch 2.0.2.1
and onwards]. This is the primary way Destiny creates its universal chronicle:
Through authored events actuated and enforced by players. However, sometimes
players cause events to feed back into the world such as the infamous ”Loot
Cave” [25, 44, Original release], a cave of endlessly spawning enemies players
were using to get equipment, which the developers then had to disable. However, the Loot Cave showed up later in Destiny 2 in 2020 as an empty cave full
of corpses [26, 42, Beyond Light, Patch 3.0.0.1]. This is an example of an unintended behaviour in the game affecting player behaviour, and then feeding back
to the authors to support the universal chronicle of Destiny. By reimplementing
the cave, the developers are telling the players that the endless shooting into a
cave that happened in 2014 was in fact real, echoing how every event expands
Destiny’s world and moves it forward, regardless who or what caused it.
Seeing a moment of gameplay of Destiny will not reveal any of this. At its
gameplay core, a player in Destiny shoots aliens. While some parts of the storytelling is front and center, much of it can be entirely ignored, and is not required
to play the game successfully. Here, the split player/audience is helpful. A player
of Destiny is interacting with the gameplay systems, whereas the audience for
the perennial game of Destiny is experiencing the storytelling. For many players, this happens concurrently, as it is part of playing for them to experience
the story, read the lore cards and learn about the fictional world. Yet, you could
play without paying attention to the story or the reverse; read lore cards on
a website (like https://www.ishtar-collective.net/) and watch lore recaps
by ”My Name is Byf” on YouTube [27] to experience the story without participating in it. To what extent this happens in reality is out of the scope of this
paper, yet it can still deductively and anecdotally be understood as a possible
way to experience these stories. Furthermore, a player joining later and learning
about previous events other players did in the space, can be said to have a pure
audience-relation to those events, since they did not participate in them.
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The Speed of Storytelling

Destiny, for our purposes, is an MMO, despite its shooter trappings. It has a
consistent, inhabitable virtual world, rather than a fragmented fiction. MMOs
were, by Bartle and others, not seen as games with traditional storytelling potential: “...virtual worlds do not have, nor ever can they have, narrative in the
conventional sense. They’re places. Players can act out narratives of their own
within them, but the virtual worlds can’t impose a three-act structure or anything
like it.” [6, 52, 59]. To contrast, here is a story from the universal chronicle of
Destiny. In 2017, early Destiny 2, Mithrax [17] was nothing more than an unnamed NPC of an enemy faction, who was surprisingly not agressive towards
us, the players [16], but over the years he has slowly revealed his identity and
intentions, turning him from a rogue ally [21], to an insubordinate Fallen helping
us overthrow a new tyrant [23], to recently, where he has fully allied with the
players, and been given asylum in a part of the human city [24]. We hope this
example illustrates how the previous notion is wrong. The story of Mithrax is
a quite conventional story of learning to trust an unexpected ally; it just took
3.5 years to unfold. To take another example, we today have the power of seeing all the changes that happened to the “World” of Warcraft in the 17 years
since its inception, and it is no small story. Kings (plural) have died [11–13, Legion, Patch 3.3.0]. Entire continents upheaved [10, 13, Cataclysm]. Ancient trees
burned to the ground [13,62, Patch 8.0.1]. This was not something a player could
experience in 2004, when the game released. This highlights a crucial property of
perennial storytelling: It is slow. Spending mere hours or days with any perennial
experience—even “long” hours by traditional game standards—will not reveal
its true nature, and it is therefore vital to let them take their time: It is only
over time their worlds develop, which is how the storytelling happens. This is
what viewing games as perennial experiences gives us: We can see that what
was previously considered a static world in snapshots has rather obvious parallels with experiences like wrestling, sports, or serialized television, and there are
important lessons from these we can draw.
4.2

Diegesis and Myth

One of those lessons is in how perennial games work diegetically. The pace and
temporal continuity of Destiny causes its world to flow interchangeably in and
out of diegesis with the real world, as its events are forever tied to real-world
events—just as the real world has changed over the last 3 years, so has the
world of Destiny. Yet, it gets much weirder. You could (until recently [26, Beyond Light, Patch 3.0]) go back and re-experience The Red War from 2017, in a
motion that simulates re-watching an old wrestling or sports match for nostalgia
or historical reverence, as it, fictionally, only occurred once. Likewise, as in most
online games, many missions can be repeated ad nauseum for rewards, without
explanation for how the enemies reappear (with some rare exceptions, where
respawning is actually fictionalised within the world of Destiny [18], making the
instances where it is not even stranger). Destiny’s temporality also causes its
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fiction to be impacted by the real world: Its 2020 expansion got delayed by two
months because of the Covid-19 pandemic, causing the entire fiction of Destiny
to “wait” until it was ready, with no diegetic explanation. Another, recent example is how the official Twitter account of the developer Bungie got ”overtaken”
by a fictional character from the world of Destiny, and spoke as if she existed in
the real world [104]. Note how this is similar to wrestling and other long-form
transmedia storytelling: The specific examples of how the diegesis breaks is different but it is still a fundamental aspect that the dual-diegetic elements arise
because of the perennial nature—specifically the temporal continuity and universal chronicle—which causes anything that isn’t temporally continuous or part
of the universal chronicle to be inherently odd. However, the fiction-breaking
implications of respawning villains and reccuring events are not necessarily any
diegetically stranger than the incorporation of real-life movies into the fiction
of wrestling [73, Monday Night Raw, November 24, 2008]. And in both, the audience does not seem to care. This is evident purely through the popularity of
these experiences: If diegetic breaks like these were enough to make the storytelling experience fall apart, they wouldn’t be as consistently popular and well
regarded by their fans as they are. This diegetic power is also in part because of
the inherent affordances perennial games have to create myths about themselves,
through continuity and universality.
The pseudo-historical nature of these games cause a strange effect to happen
upon the veracity of their events. They are still undoubtedly fictional, yet there
is something true about them. To understand what we mean, here is an example
of an event that happened in Destiny: We shot down the Almighty11 [22]. This
is true. It did happen. Every player (first author included) who was part of this
can attest to the fact that it happened. Therefore, while the world is fictional, as
Krzywinska said, “we nonetheless do “real” things in that world” [56]. This statement is different from most narrative events as it is not an individual experience:
It didn’t happen separately to each person—yes, each player had their unique
perspective on the event, but the event itself is part of the universal chronicle: Every player who played in the seasonal event helped gather the required resources,
and every player who was in Destiny at 10 AM PST on June 6th, 2020 saw the
Almighty explode in the sky [22]. And any player who was not can only hear the
story of it. This is how perennial games become historical; become mythological:
They create events which become myth. The destruction of the Almighty, the fall
of the moon ”Dalamud” in Final Fantasy XIV [69, 95, Pre-patch 2.0 and transition to A Realm Reborn], the black hole in Fortnite [41, 109, Oct 13-15, 2019],
the opening of the gates of Ahn-Qiraj [13,83,114, Patch 1.9.0] are all examples of
the most mythological of these types of events: They were big, earth-shattering
(literally) events that changed the fabric of their universes. They are foundational myths upon which their universal chronicles stand. These myths are kept
alive through records and retellings and become myths through player action.
Furthermore, to Krzywinska [56], the repetition of quests, traditionally thought
as a negative for storytelling, makes perfect sense mythologically, as traditional
11

A space station on a collision course with Earth.
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myths were repeated, battles were fought over and over again, stories were told
and retold. Understanding these worlds as mythological, rather than factual or
logical, makes their diegetically and temporally strange occurrences perceivable
as storyable, too. Note here that the world is not a “myth” in itself, as it exists,
but rather it functions mythologically, and is able to present myth.

5

Conclusion

This paper has described and defined the ”perennial game”, and above it, the
”perennial experience” as an experience that is perpetual, temporally continuous, and has a universal chronicle, with either a shared fiction or a shared world.
Each perennial game exists in relation and negotiation with the authors, the
game itself, and the audience, with players directly interacting with the game,
whereas the audience (who can and do overlap with the players) experiences
it. Perennial games exists within the larger scope of perennial experiences, and
the commonalities between them make comparisons useful. A spectrum of experiences was presented, showing how various examples of this form mapped
onto authorial and audience control. Understanding all of these experiences as
perennial opens the possibility for us to draw teachings from wrestling, sports,
Reality TV, etc. into video games, as the storytelling findings they have from
their decades of run-time could be useful for these types of games.
A case study of Destiny was presented as an example of how perennial games
tell perennial stories over long periods of time. It shows itself through lasting
change in the world, and through social player engagement within it. Perennial
worlds or fictions become mythological through evocative and detailed histories
and mythologically functioning events. The worlds and stories are both real and
not-real, as they fluently flux into and out of reality, through their mimicry of
(and existence within) reality’s time.
Perennial games have truly exploded within the last 10 years, so there is a
much broader wealth of experiences to analyse and study than ever before. They
span the most popular games on the planet right now, and they show little sign
of slowing down. In this paper we outline their definition to create a common
ground upon which we can begin to disseminate and discuss the possibilities
and pitfalls of these games, by showing how their experiences echo other forms
of media. There are still many questions to be explored within this form both in
terms of how they are experienced (what is the effect of real-time and constant
(re)negotiation of the story space for the audience? How much does time affect
the experience?) and how they are made (how to continue to develop new content
for an experienced audience, while also remaining accessible to newcomers?).
The popularity of these games have demonstrated the power of perenial storytelling experiences, and are therefore of inherent interest to the interactive
storytelling research community. This paper presents a first step in the direction
of trying to wrestle with this form of games, to help answer the questions of
what they are, how they are experienced, and what we can do with them.
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